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Volume XCIV
FacMliiy
Monday night's four hour
faculty meeting clearly demon-strate- d
- severalr" thingsr -- 1) The ;
faculty is not satisfied with the
: E.P.C.'s proposed calendar and
curriculum, 2) there is a wide
spread varience of opinion among b
- the - faculty about- - what the '.'
calendar, and curriculum change
should or should not include, and
3) many faculty feel strongly about '
tne need to carefully examine
alternatives and implications of a .
S! calendarcurriculum change, an
; examination that will require more
time than the fifteen day
discussion period the faculty has.
to look at EP.C. proposal before a --
vote is to be taken. ; - :"y
finer two and one halt hours of - -.-
-
other business and a refreshment i
break, the discussion of E.P.C.'s-- T
proposal (a condensed version of
the proposal apeared in : last --
week's .VOICE.) began
.at
. approximately 10 p.m. When it-w- as
finally moved to adjourn the ' 'f
meeting at 1L30 p.m., many of
fcwi iltu hart arostAj left Thnso that-- "
stayed for the entire discussion
apeared to go home with many :
different., feelings, none of which--gav- e
any , sense of direction or
agreement on either the specific :
E.P.C. proposals, or any plan for a --
change from-Wooster- 's current
calendar and curriculum.". : -- - : V
To begin discussion, Dean of ;
the Faculty, Vivian Holliday gave a c
general description of the EP.Cs .
proposal. Holliday v stated that
though - there were differences ' '
among the committee members
Prbblemsjr
. iv rKi.u
... With I the exception of The.
Michael Stanley ' Band's
appearance in McGaw Chapel this
past FaD, the College of Wooster
has been unable to attract a major
rock concert to the campus in the
- last several years. "We've had a lot
of opportunities,' .. says Mark
Stroud, Concert Chairperson for
Lowry Center Boardybut they've
all fallen through Stroud, LCB
Chairperson Arti Kropp,' and
Lowry Center - Administrative
Intern Jane Denovchek all stress '
that LCB faces difficult constraints
in arranging "concerts for the
College. -- v 'T--Th- e
primary reason for the
absence of concerts is cost-pric- es
run as high as $20,000 fb $30,000
for artists such as Steve Martin
'
-- J r 1 or A i:aiiu rau miiiuii. nLtui uu 13 vj
Denovchek, - "Ten-thousan- d "
dollars is a conservative beginning '
point, and there's no way we can
afford to pay for a band that costs
that much." As a resutt.LCB must
bargain through a promoter who -- '.
will arrange contracts and put up
money for concerts. "And even
then we can't just guarantee ticket " "
sales for revenue,' says Kropp.
"we have to put up some money .
too because acts won't sign on
QivSdledl
on the certain ' points' of the
proposal, . the entire committee
stongly supported the . general
proposal. In her ; presentation,
Holliday asked for an evaluation of
the proposal by the faculty. The
evaluation began on a point by
point basis, which eventually came .
to a halt as the - faculty's
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Faculty members listen intently as Dean of the Faculty Vivian Holliday presents the philosophies of
the EPC's new curriculum. Photo by Barb Bolton. J -
ticket' sale guarantees " alone."
Despite LCB's $20,000 budget,
'only about $3600 is allocated per
year for concerts. -- c
- :; A second problem facing LCB is
the location and facilities of the
' College. "Wooster is not a small
:Ctown just outside of Philadelphia.
And it's hard to attract acts for a
' 5000 seat hafl (the PEC); we don't
" have a facility that will meet the
- needs of a tot of artists." savs
.Denovchek. Bruce Springsteen, '
. she notes, - demands a rider.
attached to all ".contracts
stipulatingthat he will only play in a
"theatre with, an arched,
proscenium stage.
.
'
..
--
Cost becomes a major factor in
trying to adapt Wooster facilities
for a large concert. Since McGaw :
- Chapel accommodates only 1600
people,! the PEC,' which - seats
5000, would --have to be used. "It
takes six to eight weeks to pull off a"
concert in the PEC, Denovchek
explains, "By the time you place
matting down to protect the floor, "
install a stage, lighting, and chairs,
"and rewire the gym to handle the
- power ' demands of the . band, .
' you're spending about $2000 and '
- taking eight weeks to work out all
the details." - ! r
Another. problem arose earlier
Over E.P.C. Proposals
reservations about the proposal's
specifics became, clearer, along
rwith the division in the faculty's
sentiment about what types of '
changes -- should and are being
made..'. , : , : .
-- - Most of the discussion focused "
on the second goal of the proposal: .
an Introduction to Liberal Arts.
this year when the bands Angel
and The Godz were tentatively
scheduled to appear in McGaw
Chapel: "Wooster ir a
conservative college,", says
Stroud, "and a lot of bands are not
Activities Set For Parents' Weekend
Parents Weekend, May 12-1- 4,
should be more exciting than ever
this year. The Special Events and
Interests Committee of the Lowry
Center Board and the Alumni
House have been planning the
weekend, since February, and
LCB has allocated more money to
it than ever before. . .
.v The weekend will begin with the
arrival of Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn on Thursday. He will
visit classes Thursday afternoon
(Economics 231, Kauke 202, 1
p.m.) and Friday morning
(Religion 101, Kauke 1, 8 a.m. and
History 252, Kauke 102, 9 a.m.). A
Baseball Film Presentation will be.
shown in Mateer Thursday night
at 7:30. He will conclude with a
lecture on TThe Economic and
Social " Impact of
.
Professional
Sports in the U.S." in Freelander
Theatre Friday night at 8 p.m.- -'
Kuhn has been Commissioner
of Baseball since 1969. re-elect- ed
This course was designed to
replace the - current Freshmen
Studies program and provide a
common educational base which
would be a spring-boar- d . for
, discussion among the students.
' Objections were made to both
general concepts and specifics of
the course during the discussion.
Concerts
fit for Wooster." When it was.
discovered that the Angel stage
show
.
more than bordered on
obscenity, the concert plans were
abandoned. V
:cont on pg 8
. to his second seven-yea- r term in
1975. He came to that position
after nineteen years as an attorney
at the firm of Wilkie, Fair, and
Gallagher of New York City,
which had the National League as
one of its clients.
Another highlight of Parents
Week will be dinner theatre in the
Cage, Friday evening. Kirk Fisher,
'76 will be repeating his junior
independent study, "An Evening
With Mark Twain". Performances
are at 8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m.
Admission is 75, and refresh-
ments will be served.
Saturday , night will see the
second floor of Lowry trans--forme- d
into an entertainment
center. The Parents Day Dance, --
featuring 42nd ParaDet, a club-typ- e
band, will be held in the Ballroom. ,
At the same time, the Faculty
Lounge wil be the scene of a
coffee house with students Bill '
Reedy, Evie Zeigler, Beth .
Concern was shown for the
problems of 'a large lecture,' the
danger of the faculty becoming
"glorified teaching assistants", too
broad a topic area, the risk of poor
student response which would
involve over one quarter of
Wooster's students, difficulties in
achieving a unified subject matter
dealing with the ideas which are to
be conveyed by the course, the
question of student attendance
measurement, and possible
problems the library may have
meeting the student's research
needs for such a course. After
much of this discussion had taken
place, one faculty member
commented,' "We've been
discussing for fifty minutes
something that isn't as bad as the
third point" (the Modes of
Understanding requirements).
However, due to the late hour, a
major discussion of the third point
did not follow.
.
One of the main concerns that '
arose throughout the discussion
was the time factor involved in the
making of a decision on the
calendar and curriculum change.
"It will take a summer to sort this
out." . (the. calendarcurriculum
change details), stated President
Copeland. "We will run into
problems if we wait until October
or November, but we could wait to
implement the change until 1980-81- ",
Members of the E.P.C.
expressed their feelings on the
danger of a stalemate arising out of
a delay of a vote. May 15, the date
for the faculty vote on the EP.C.'s
proposal, was set earlier in the
meeting. Comments from the
faculty
.
which
.
were recorded
during the discussion were as
follows: "In fifteen days we're
going to decide the future of the
college. We're calling "for a
program which well have to
ammend and ammend." "Its a big
; cont on pg 4
Brennan, George Bell, and John
Gilbert providing entertainment.
Teas and pastries will be served,
.Admission to both events is only
$1.00, and they will both be open
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
The film for both nights is the
highly-acclaime- d All The
President's Men, at 6:30 p.m.
and 9:30
.
p.m. Other events
include the Living Well, the
Christian Coffeehouse, held in the
basement of Westminster Church
House, on Friday
.
night; Tennis
OAC finals on Friday and
Saturday; Baseball and Men's and
Women's Lacrosse on Saturday;
coffee on the roof of McGaw
Chapel Saturday morning from 9
10 a.m.; and a convocation by
President Copeland at 10:00 a.m.
on Saturday. Faculty lectures will
be given Saturday afternoon by
Eugene Pollock (Economics), Al
Van Wie (Physical Education),
'. cont on 10
A;
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v Time Is Running Out
For Input on Calendar
The period unti May 1 5th is a very crucial time for the college;
it is also a time in which student input will have an effect on a
' major faculty decision. The decision under consideration
concerns what calendar and curricular systems Wooster will
implement now that there has been a vote to change the present
system. The VOICE . strongly urges all students who are
concerned about this major decision to express their views to
faculty members. Make appointments, take one of your
professors to lunch, write letters, but MAKE SOME TYPE OF
CONTACT so that they will know not only, that you are
concerned, but also that you do have a"posftion.
The Educational Policy Committee has proposed a calendar
and curriculum that was "discussed" at the faculty meeting lastMonday, May 1st This proposal is scheduled to be voted for
adoption or rejection (with or without amendments) on May
15th. Although there is a chance for postponement of an
immediate faculty vote in the E.P.CS proposal, there is still agood possibility that a decision to make a major policy change
which could be implemented as soon as 1980 (the school year
after next) wilt be reached. Let us also stress that whateverdecision is reached will most likely be the College policy far into
the future.
.
-
-
We feel that the over-ridin- g concern in this change is the time
factor. Despite your preference for a quarter or semester system,
or view of a properly structured curriculum, this is one area in
which we can all find a common ground. A workable program
which will please both faculty and students needs a longer
formulation period. It has been said that there has been talk of a
change for several years; this "talk", however can not be
assessed as serious evaluation of specific programs in which all ---
of the faculty, students, and administration have been involved.Postponement of a vote on a specific calendar, one in which thedetails are "up for grabs", will give time for the careful
consideration of EVERYONE'S' interests--a consideration
necessary for such an important area of Wooster's policy wheredetails become very important, v , . . . .
It is difficult to be well-inform- ed on the specifics of theE.P.C.'s proposal because there are few specifics. This problem '
makes it difficult to discuss the proposal in terms of implications
or practical application. Yet students must not hesitate to share
their concerns with faculty members. The more input the faculty
receives for consideration of the issue, the more deliberate adecision it can make. Many of the students' major concernshave been raised. Each person should list his or her own ,
concerns as he or she sees them. MAKE CONTACT with thefaculty.
- In the light of Jerry Rubin's recent visit to campus and his
expression of the need for students to become involved, we are
asking you to respond. The new calendarcurriculum is an area
which could affect you directly if you are a sophomore or
freshman; therefore, it will be well worth your efforts to let your
position be heard.
S.L.E.
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'SIR, I GST JUST "IF- - GUY FDR l
Letters to the Editor
Judicial Board Wields Mighty Hand
Dear Editor: -
Although The College of
Wooster is a small school and
some might say, personal by
nature, there are many aspects of
life at this small institution about --
which a student never learns.
Surely the inner workings' of this
.
community are a mystery to the
average student, and surely there
.
are some aspects of life at this
college . that the administration
would just as soon we never hear --
about The power wielded by the
governing bodies on this campus is.
enormous, and all too often
unfairly so. One of these bodies,
of which - the average student
knows little about, but one which
should be of great concern, if for '
nothing more than moral reasons,
is the Campus Judicial Board.
The Judicial Board consists of
fourteen voting members; eight of
which are students, four being
faculty members and two are --
administrative appointees. The
basic construction of this body
appears fair enough, however, the
judicial procedures (if you can
refer to them as such) followed by
this ail-too-powe- rful organization
'are outlandish enough to startle
the average layman, as well as one
with - an outstanding legal
background. ,
Firstly, the fact that the
members of the Judicial Board
have the power to expel a student
at their own whim seems too
.
ludicrous to be true, and yet such
is the case.- - These -- fourteen
members, at least eight of which
have not graduated college, with
the other six members'
background in law practices being
more than questionable, have the ,
power to judge as , they please,
using ' their own criteria for
deciding the right and wrong of a
given ' case. Furthermore this
organization uses circumstantial
evidence as admissable in their --
proceedings, a situation that
-- would make the average lawyer,
cringe. Also, this body has it in
their power to find a student guilty
of perjury, if they feel that-th-e "
student has been lying. Arid now'
for the real corker-- a student is not
allowed any type of legal
representation in his case. The""
tried student faces a den of hungry
"judges", defenseless. Of course,
the President of this school has the ,
power, to override . any of the
Judicial Board's decisions. But, in :
' all candor, given the nature of the :
man presently at the helm of The.
. College of Wooster, the convicted
student might as well accept the
punishment rendered by the
'. Judicial Board, for there are only
two chances of aquittai by the'
President-sli- m and none.
What has been presented here
may seem shocking to the average
student. This is for good reason,
for indeed it is shocking. The
Judicial Board on this campus has
too much power. It has the power
to convict someone on impulse.
The convicted has no actual '
recourse. But what can be done?
Surely, it seems something
should be done. Possibly an
Celebration
On May 20, the Women's
Resource Center is sponsoring a
women's night in Zeitgeist, and
would like to invite all of you to:
participate! The purpose of the
evening is to hear 'and celebrate
the songs and voices of women --
women talking about themselves,
their lives, their goals, dreams,
relationships,' visions. The.
purpose of the evening is also to
highlight the hidden talents of
many women performers on the
Wooster campus. Skits, song sets,
poetry readings, dramatic
monologues etc. (original or
otherwise) will be welcomed.
The first organizational meeting
for the women's night will be held
Monday, May 8, at 9:00 p.m. in the
Women's Center. All women
performers who would like to be a
part of an evening that celebrates
women are invited to attend the
meeting and share what they
would like to perform. If you
cannot make the meeting and
would like to perform, please
contact Beth Brennan at Box 1223
The event will be open to the
entire campus although women- -
OGdM
investigation into the - rather .
questionable - activities of - this
r; powerful organization - is in.
. order. Solutions are not easy to
come by. But, given the facts
presented here, it is obvious that
steps should be taken, either by
the ' administration, or. by the
students if necessary, to attempt
t to alleviate this harmful situation. .
It is the students of this campus
that will suffer, and: that are
suffering now. It may be concluded
'. that the administration will do
- nothing to cure this ill, for they
;have nothing at stake. Therefore, .
student action may very weD be
called for. in this case. If the
: administration will not help us,
--
. then we must be prepared to help
ourselves. '; - -
.
Sincerely,
.
; ' Jim Van Horn :
For Women
only are asked to perform. All
" women who would like to share
their talents and ideas in acreative
way . are invited, to perform.
.
Donations will be taken during the
evening and will go to the recently-forme- d
Black Women's Organiza-
tion. . . ' 1
VOICE Article
Not Constructive;
Dear Editor:
Ms. Dils' editorial last on the
the invisibility and inaccessibility of
the College administrators was
unfortunately too indicative of the
current trend in journalistic
watchdogism: Too much
' complaining and not - enough
constructive ; suggestions. The
administrators are more
accessible than she says, and the
only obstacle between visibility --
and invisibility is in accepting her
views without challenge. Why not
invite someone from Galpin to
lunch at Kittredge or Lowry, or to
Mom's for: coffee, and see for
yourself? -
.'a '
- " Mark Klemens '
' by Cynthia Keever
C TheCoIlege Student --Adult or
-- Adolescent?" was -- the title of a
- panel discussion centered around
Wooster's Code of Conduct held
in Douglass lounge, on April 25.
.The- - panel consisted of five
.
members: Ken PlusqueDec, John
Russell, Rob - Hoffman, ; Jane
Denovchek, and Vila Brooks.
J i- - Plusquellec presented the
historical background of the
' Code. It was formulated during the
t late sixties and early seventies. It
establishes a groundwork 'from) which a philosophy for individual
J faculty, administration, and
student behavior " can ... arise.
.
Theoretically - these combined
"
-- groups constitute ' a community
' who look to the Code for their
-
- ethic. , Plusquellec stressed the
." necessity that the Code support
state laws. Hopefully the Code
encourages personally responsi-
ble action and posits directions of
action for dealing with the harmful
person. It provides the basis for
.educational and counseling
relationships, encourages ' racial
. understanding, and the dealing
' with differences of opinions
; ; through recognized channels.
Plusquellec ' emphasized - the
.
responsiblity of each of us for
those around.
? Russell stated that he found the
Code refreshingly not paternalis-
tic. He said that the point at which
students usually will turn to the
Code is when they find themselves
' personally inconvenienced. He
feels students generally assume
some authority will tend " to
enforcement. The system
v. intentionally is not established that
Students Gain Awards
The College of Wooster
garnered several awards and was
well represented at this year's
regional American Chemical
Society Student Affiliates Meeting
held at . Bowling Green ',. State
Univeristy on April 21-2- 2, 1978.
The meeting provided students in
Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan the
opportunity to present papers on
.their- - undergraduate - chemistry
research. Thirty-on- e students,
from, ten different . schools
presented papers in the program.
Wooster was represented at the
meeting by ten students,eight of
whom gave papers. Presenting'
papers were: Lain Burgos-Lovec- e,
Al George, Mark Gustafson, Andy
Jartowicz, Rob Thompson, Kevin
Trem, Tim Wozniak and Mike
Zawaski. V,..
" Wooster "won awards for the
largest contingent at the meeting
and --for " the most papers
presented. 1 LT Burgos-Lovec- e
w
received a humorous award for
the longest title of any paper, and
R. Thompson was honored along a
more serious vein with an award
for the best paper in analytical
chemistry. The prize --for the best,
paper in any category presented at --
the conference was awarded to a
Wooster student, Andy Janowkz.
Indeed, all the papers given by
Wooster students were very well :
received. - The seven V senior
chemistry majors and one senior
geology major made an extremely
fine showing.
.
-
..The College of Wooster was
further honored by the decision
that next year's regional ACS
Student Affiliates Meeting will be
held at Wooster, Dr. " C.L.
Borders, Jr., as faculty advisor of
the Wooster Chemistry Club,
gratefully 'accepted the
responsibility for. arranging this
conference, probably to be held in --
April, 1979. ;
' He explains that "a very high '
state of motivation while taking a
test can actually impair efficiency.
Witness the number of fumbles at
the opening kickoff of a football
game." - . . .'.--- ' :- -
The trouble, he adds, is that '
more students are competing for .
fewer college spots. As a result, .
the stakes attached to SATs are -
higher."- -
-
- '':'
- Atkinson thinks the same high .;
motivation can also be blamed for'
grade inflation.
.
-
Scores Decline
(CPSJ-Educat- ors, students, and
parents are all worried over the
declines .in scholastic" aptitude
tests, but one psychologist says
the decline is due to a mere case of
fumWe-itis- . "- -. I
University, of . Michigan
: psychologist John W. Atkinson, a
'specialist in motivation, thinks
.students are scoring lower than
their counterparts often years ago
because they are trying too hard.
LThe tests aren't harder, and the
students are just as bright. - -- j - -
way- - how much responsibility, to
whom, ' and 7 for what - is not
designated. This is where
, confusion results with students. In
a situation of community living,
respect for others must be taken
very seriously- - It is out of this
respect that priorities should be
--' established.-- - J . --1
.
' - ':
.-
- ; Hoffman realizes the College's
. obligation to uphold Ohio laws,
but he feels the school should take
a more realistic approach towartb
alcohol. He thinks many students
are responsible regarding alcohol,
T but --since there --is not enough
. social activity involving alcohol
approved by the school, drinking
is abused. Hoffman says students
in living units need to develop
more flexibility in understanding.
--More respect between students
needs to be engendered.
- Counseling services necessary for
growing up should be made more
widely available. Hoffman is afraid
too many students are responsible
- to their parents and not v to
themselves. "-- : .,
' Denovchek says the key issue
regarding the Code is, how can
- 2,000 students who are changing
. and who are under academic
pressure live together? In line with
this question, the College decided
that sense of community is
important. The Code is a set of
expectations, .yet offers a lot of
choice. A student can choose not
to obey, but must be prepared to
take the consequences. -"-
. ' Brooks questioned that the
concept of community truly .has-be- en
defined by all. She views the
Code as perceived by students as
' external and college-impose- d. Are
the ideals of self--discipline within
the context of community
genuinely aggreed upon by all?
When the Code is - seen as
externally imposed, the individual
is divorced from the community. ,
"Enforcing" such a Code is difficult
if it is viewed as alien. For it to be
effective; stricter enforcement is
required. Not very many students
want stricter enforcement,
however, Brooks asked if we are
divorcing ourselves from the
community, if we are expecting
something of the code that is not
there, or if we are . expecting'
nothing. ,
- In the discussion that followed
CPPS Offers
On Monday evening, May 8, the'
Career Planning and Placement
Service is sponsoring a program,
"Career Exploration: An Evening
- with the. Professionals" for all
College of Wooster students. A
wide variety of people from the
Wooster community have agreed
to come to campus to serve as'
career consultants for this
important program. The career
- consultants will be in the lounges
of Andrews, Armington, Bissman,
Douglass," and Stevenson Halls
from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. They are
. looking forward to meeting and
talking with interested students
The evening -- program will be
divided into two sessions, 7:30 to
8:10, p.m. and 850 to 9:00 pjn.,
; allowing ten minutes between
sessions for students to walk to a '
- different residence hall or lounge
to speak with another career
consultant. This is an excellent
opportunity for students to gain
first hand knowledge . of, career,
areas which interest them. "
Career exploration: .---
An Evening WithThe Pro--' --
... fessionals
Monday May 8, 1978
7:30-9.0- 0 p.m. t '
' Career Consultants ,
Andrews Hall
Ms. Kay Popovic-Urba- n Planning
Ms. Kathy Gallo-Governme- nt
"
-
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the panel presentation, much
discontent was voiced. Many feel
that the present social structure
does not facilitate sense of
community. It is felt that the Code
does not aid people to understand
how to be responsible. A lack of
willingness to inform others of
their objectional behavior was
noted. When this willingness is not
present, the Code falls apart and
becomes an external document.
Some think that if Fresh people are
mixed in upper class dorms, more
role models for alternative lifestyles
would be presented and destruc-
tive behavior would not be
Career Night
Personnel
- Armington Hall ,
.
- 1st section formal lounge
Ms. Pat Galster, Nursing
Mr. LeRoy Deabler, Hospital
.Administration
2nd section formal lounge
Ms. Susan Coleman-Instructo- r
Supervisor (Ida Sue School)
Mr. George Arnold-Socia- l Work
3rd section formal lounge
Bissman Hatt
Mr. Finne Murray-Anim- al Science
Mr. Oscar Bradfute-Plan- t '
Pathology
6th section formal lounge
.
Mr. John Hugon-Internation- al
Business ' r .
Mr. Richard Ball-Personn- el
.
Manager ,
7th section formal lounge .
Mr. Robert Anderson-Insuranc- e
Mr. Chuck Finn-Bankin- g
Douglass Hall
Mrs. Robert Bond-Flai- r Travel
Mr. Quentin Welty-Advertisin- g
Sales
Ms. Margo Broehl-Attome- y at
Law
Stevenson Hatt
4th section formal lounge
Mr. Alan Morrison-Projec- t
Engineer
Mr. Jim Wicker-Dat- a Processing
5th section formal lounge . : .
Mr. Robert Dyer-Journalis- m
Mr. Hank Lippisch-Photograph- y
Project Design
reinforced. More structured
activity and sense of community
.
within dorms was called for by a
few, while others feel that we're
already over-programme- d. These
others called for more real
examples of responsible social
behavior. Dissatisfaction was also
expressed over lack of interaction
with faculty on other than a
hierarchical level.
COW Holds
Summer Camp
This summer the Mathematics
Department of The College of
Wooster is trying something new:
they are going to have a
"SUMMER MATH CAMP." This
camp is designed for high school
students in the ninth and tenth
grades who have had One course
in algebra and who have some
intentions of going to college.
According to John Warner and
Donald " Beane of the Math
Department, "It has been our
experience that many college
students " wish they had had a
better foundation in mathematics,
especially algebra, before coming
to college. It is the. purpose of this
math camp to give us such an
opportunity to a limited number of
young men or women who could
benefit from the experience."
Though summer school is
available at local high schools for
anyone who wants to improve his
mathematical skills, they note that
not many children want to attend a
traditional summer school
program. "Given the opportunity
to come live on a college campus,
to take advantage of the
recreational facilities this campus
affords, and to 'participate with
others who are doing the same
thing, we think might appeal to.
many who would not consider a
summer academic program
otherwise. There will be a regular
schedule of instruction and study,
but this will be broken up by
periods of recreation and .some
field trips."
Brochures describing this camp
cont on pg 4
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Multi-talent- ed Steve Burns demonstrates his musical expertise in
the field of ethno-musicolo- gy as he prepares for his Fall visit to
Africa. - "
Brahms Featured
by Lisa Vickery
Each spring the Cleveland
Orchestra makes a special
appearance at the College of
' Wooster for the cultural benefit of
the campus and community. This
spring's concert is scheduled for --
next Tuesday evening, May 9 at
8:15 p.m. on the stage of McGaw
Chapel.
Under the1-- conducting of
Matthias Bamert, the, Orchestra,
will present a program featuring
the music of Brahms. Johannes
Brahms, who was bom in
Hamburg in 1833 and died in
Vienna in 1897, wrote in a style
that bridged the gap between two
prominent musical eras. Although -
some consider him to be a purely
19th Century German Romantic,
the description of 'classic-romanti- c
is actually more
appropriate.
Beginning with the Academic
Festival Overature, Brahms'
Variation on a Theme of Haydn
will than occupy the core of the
program. Many regard the
Variations to be a prelude to the
symphonies which Brahms began
writing some fourteen years later.
In this particular case the
. Variations are literally a prelude
to his Symphony No. 1, which is '
the piece chosen to conclude the
Orchestra's performance. This
symphony, the first of four that
Brahms wrote during his life time,
was first performed on November
6, 1976. AD of his symphonies are '
of the highest caliber in rich
C Tickets for the concert, which
are $3 for students and $6 for
general admission, can be
purchased at Lowry Center front
desk, The Wooster Music Center
and at the door.
Faculty in
cont from pg 1
mistake (to rush the proposal) in --
the long run."
.
v
John Gates summed up his
feelings by saying "No one wants .
to get on to the semester system
sooner than L but Fm not sure I -
want -- to be on it under this
proposal." Gates then made a
motion not to implement the
E.P.C.'s proposal. This motion -
was ruled out of order in light of the
May 15th vote which had yet to be
taken. The motion was changed to
ask that the May 15th meeting not
be specified for voting. This
motion was later withdrawn and
w31 be made on the night of the
fifteenth.
"
One faculty member questioned
the E.P.C. for the reasoning
behind considering the calendar
change and the curriculum
changes together. To the E.P.C
the calendar is a curricular matter"
CopeLand replied. He continued
by explaining that Wooster can't
switch calendars and leave the
requirements for graduation the
same as they are under the --
present system.
Another major conflict was
Cage Undergoes Change
by BO! Daywalt
There will be some new faces
appearing in the Cage this
weekend along with some new
kinds of programming ideas. After
taking a careful look at the. needs
of the Cage, Lowry Center Board
has made several
. structural
change's. One of these changes is a
student entertainment committee
which has been formed to help
bring creative ideas and
programming to the Cage;
consisting of students from
various facets of the campus, it is
headed "by Karen MiDs.
The committee's function will be
to schedule programs to appear in
the Cage, both Karen and her
comittee will be listening to
entertainers, auditioning bands,
and looking atnany other types of
programs and selecting what is
most suitable for the Cage.
Another new addition to the
Cage crew is Craig Linsey who
effective this weekend, will be
taking over as the new Cage
manager. After a program is
decided upon, it is the manager
who wifl then carry out the many
details necessary to open the Cage
for that event
The goal of both Karen and
Craig is to make the Cage more
attractive to. all the students on
campus. Please feel free to contact
either Karen or Craig with your
suggestions or comments; they
will be very receptive to "your
ideas. 1
And now for the news of the
weekend! There win be two
,
" cont on pg 10
.
- by Mark Pierson
"Music has been an integral part
of my fife." says Steve Burns,
C.O.W. sophomore. Steve has
been playing the saxophone for six
years and is not going to expand
' his musical horizons through his
participation m the Crossroads
Africa program. .
Steve- - taught himself to play
alto saxaphone, but switched to
tenor sax last year. "My alto fell
apart, but I got a 35 yearold tenor"
that must have been dipped in
mystery juice." He came here with
the intention of majoring in music,
but after his first quarter he found
that by taking .studio art and a
music theory course that it was
impossible to do justice to the two.
He is now a prospective studio art
major. - ...
Steve has acquired a fresh view
of what music means to him. "One
of the most important aspects
within music is that in every
element is the dynamic-resourcefuln- ess
of expressing aU
emotions. For some it is like a life- - --
giving experience. It is a reflection
of what we learn today and all --
yesterdays in some form . of :
sound for tomorrow.''
Turmoil
brought up in recognizing" that --
many areas of teacher certification
would be made impossible or.
extremely difficult , under the
proposed system. EP.C. member
Paul Christianson explained that
requirements for certification are
difficult as it is now, and in pursuit
of a good liberal arts education':
some programs must suffer.
A brief discussion on the merits
of course credit versus credit
hours took place before the call to
adjourn. Faculty sentiment on this
point was divided, and a clear idea
of which system was favored could
not be reached. The E.P.C.'s
proposal calls for staying with the
course credit with some of the
courses receiving graduated
credits.
The worries of the faculty during
the discussion were summed up in
one - sentence, by President ,
Copeland when he said, "All the
details are really up for grabs."
Monday night's discussion began
to bring to the attention of the
faculty the far-reachi- ng implication
that the calendarcurriculum'
proposal of the E.P.C. will have on
the faculty, students, and the --
future of the college. Many faculty
expressed the need for open
discussion between students and.
faculty, among, the faculty
themselves, and communication
with the members of the E.P.C. A
final comment of a faculty member
at the adjournment of the meeting
'touched a dimension of the
.
evaluation that was not directly
addressed when he said, "I hope
that we come up with a program
which the students wifl feel they
need and will want." i
Summer Computing
.'cont from pg 3 j"" r:
are available from anyone in the
math department or - "at the
admissions office in Galpin and the
Information Desk in Lowry
Center. For further information ..
interested students should see Dr.
Beane or Dr. Warner in the
Mathematics Department. '
5 2V2
Steve took serious lessons last
year in the music department, but
discontinued because of money
and that he wasn't satisfying his
need in the art form of jazz
because .there weren't -- enough
courses offered. "Recently on my
own and through courses in ethno-musicolo- gy
at Oberlin Conserva-
tory of
.
Music I have been
exploring basic components of
music in other parts of the world.
He has requestd through the
Crossroads Africa program to be
in an ethno-musicolog- y project.
An understanding of the religious
sources in African music and the
attitudes that inspire it will be the
primary focus of the project. "Our
involvement win be constructing a .
museum in Taiama, Sierra Leone
(which means "bright moments")
and familiarizing ourselves with
the musical perspective. My intent
is to study motivation - studying
the effect of artistic traditions in
their lives." .. , '
"Crossroads is a ... unique
opportunity to experience
traditional and modern African
life, which is seldom possible for
Westerners. The nature and the
philosophy of the Crossroads
program is excellent in that it
expresses a deep concern and
desire to understand and
communicate with other cultures
of the world today." -
Steve lived, in , Westminster
house fall quarter but then moved
to Myers house. "Myers house is
not a professional counseling
service; rather, it is a student run
coeducational house interested in
helping others and dealing with --
personal situations that - occur '
throughout the campus and our
daily lives. I enjoy working with
people and hope to continue '
working in areas dealing with
public service work." -
-
Another major'-- interest . of
Bern
Sanders Gets Title
by Amy McMahon
As a man who originally only
planned to stay one year at the
College of Wooster as a guest
lecturer and debate advisor. Dr.
Gerald Sanders has made quite a
turn around. Now chairman of the
Speech Department, Dr. Sanders
was just recently elected president
of the National Forensic League
and stfll advises Wooster's debate
team, which has excelled under his
coaching (national champs of
1970).
.
' '
'
.
Before his position at Wooster,
.Dr. Sanders resided in Uttlefkld,
Texas and was not employed in
the field of speech. But after
arriving at the college he
'confessed, "I feD in love with the
academic community" at
Wooster, and was glad to stay on
as a member of the faculty. Since
then his contributions to the
speech department have been
extensive. Besides coaching a
National Championship Team in
1970, Dr. Sanders served from
1974-7- 6 as president of the
American Forensic Association,
.and again as vice-preside- nt in
"1976. His involvement with that
group has been extensive, too, as
he has participated - in , that
organization of debate and
forensics as a member, a teacher,
and a coach.
.
Dr. Sanders is looking forward
Steve's is karate..,") began taking
-- Karate last Winter Quarter, and
- I'm especialy interested in the soft-styl- e
as taught here. It doesn't -
,
have the rigidness found in hard
' styles of karate, and it takes the
three basic forms of water: gas,
., liquid,- - and solid. I can't ever
imagine devoting enough time to
get the necessary proficiency in ;
the art, but I find it both physically
and mentally stimulating.", s
' Steve has been playing tenor -
f sax in the jazz ensemble for two
years, but really enjoys small jam
sessions. "There are a small
amount of musicians on campus
that are into improvisational
music. - I'm into traditional and
avant-gard- e jazz and all
.
progressive music in an forms.
Some of my favorites are Frank
Zappa, Gong, Oregon and John
Coltrane. -
.
--
. -
'iWest Hartford is Steve's
hometown and he went to Avon
k Old , Farm
.
School. He was
accepted at Bennington College
but came to Wooster because it
had a good financial aid program.
He also built, a cabin with some
friends in the - woods , of
Connecticut, and hopes to build
another one soon. ' v
- Steve feels that Wooster has
been an excellent experience, but
unfortunately the College will be
,
losing this ytalented person next
year. "There are just not enough
specific studies in jazz here. I'm
going to continue playing sax at
the Jazz and Percussion School of
Creative Music in Wethersfield,
Conn., and I would also like to
study-
-
different, forms- - of ethno- - --
musicology. I want to spend a lot of
time in the mountains and on the
ocean with my dog Bin. I hope to
continue doing studio art work at
various schools in Connecticut
and may eventually go into the
Peace Corps."
to his term in office with the --
League which is a national,
profession association to further
scholastic and , educational
activities in the field of forensics.
Admitting that he was proud to be
elected from such an organization.
Dr. Sanders also- - explaimed, "I
really see this as an opportunity to
serve." Dr. Sanders' will also
continue to teach in the Speech
Department : and put himself
vibrantly into his courses,
especially his favorite, (you might
have . guessed) , Principles - of
Argumentation.
INTERNATIONAL
WEEKEND
The International Students
Association
.
is organizing an
International Weekend on May 13-1- 4.
International Students from
neighboring colleges wffl visit
Wooster and will participate in the
events scheduled, which include
discussions, slide shows, games,
disco dances, etc. The
International students are invited
to stay overnight and the I.SA. is
looking for hosts. Anyone who is
interested to host in herhis room
an International student contact
Rose Marie Sarfaty (ext. 342 Box?
2653) or Alkis Papademetriou
(ext. 331 Box 2446) or sign up at
Babcock's front desk..
'ft- -
Mew
..
y- - ; by Lisa Vickery : "
. David Burge, a musician noted
for his" piano playing, and "
instruction, visited the Wboster --
campus last Sunday to perform a
concert that was an exhibition of
creative interpretation of both
conventional and unconventional-music- .
The concert was a rare .
combination of classical,
impressionistic and ultra-moder- n "
piano selections that could --
especially be appreciated "at a Gve ;
' " 'performance.
' Mr. Burge, along with being the
chairman of the piano faculty at
the Eastman School of Music, has ,
done extensive concert touring
throughout the United States and '
in Europe. First on the list of the --
repetoire for his Wooster concert
was Joseph Haydn's Sonata in A
Major. The three movements of
the piece slid one into the other
with grace, ease and precision.
Where the : "Allegro" met ; the J.
"Adagio" and then became the
"Tempo di Menuetto con
Variazioni" was distinquished by
the fight and frilly melodies of the
first and third movements which
were typically Haydn.
Harpist to
Barbara Murphy, Irish composer
and .harpist, will perform at
convocation on Wednesday, May --
10, and in Babcock International
House at 7:30 p.m. the same day.
She has studied harp with Nancy
Calthorpe of the College of Music,
Dublin;. Sheila Larchet of. Radiol
Breann : Symphony v Orchestra,
Dublin; and is currently studying :
with Dr. Roslyn Rensch Erbes,
Professor of Humanities at Indiana
State University. a
- Ms. Murphy, who released her
first album at the end of April,
began her music studies in her
native Ireland. She received a B.M.
sac Cfoa11 s
.
--
' Frames, a contemporary piece
which was written in , ; 1976
specifically for David Burge by
Charles Eakin, a professor at the
University of Colorado, quickly
changed the musical mood. The
Eakin. piece was a milder form,
almost a foreshadowing of the
Crumb composition to be heard
later in the program. Frames
.opened with- - low mysterious
dischords that carried a sinister
' personality with them. The atonal
modes appeared to lack both a
definite key signature and time
signature. The motion of the piece
oscillated between slow and fast,
creeping " and then ; scurrying
flurries of notes. At times the
keyboard was pounded and then
Bghtly danced upon. Not only were
the ivories of the piano utilized
here but the bare strings
themselves were strummed,
plucked and pounded on,
.
changing : the ' character of the
instrument; sometimes muted and
often percussive. It was in this way
that it resembled the Crumb piece,
yet notf so extreme. This
compositon was not what most
people would call aesthetic but
Perform
degree from Incarnate Ward
College, San Antonio, Texas; and '
completed her M.A. degree at the
University of Maryland in 1976
before continuing, her studies at
Indiana. With Scan O'Casaide of
the Irish Folk Commission, she
has done
.t. research, , on the.
traditions of Irish music She has -
also : toured the East Coast,
recorded for Radio Telefis
Eireann, and has been featured orr
special program of Panorama
T.V. '
.
In addition to performing Celtic --
songs and harp music, Ms.
Murphy composes and arranges
music for the Bardic Harp.
V:. ', V 4 - . 9 S. V-- ,str 1g r if :
M yY '
'
Harpist Barbara Murphy will present a musical convocation next
Wednesday, May 10, when she visits the College of Wooster.
was none the less intense in its
own right and demanded the
attention of the listeners.
For those yearning for more
traditionally structured music,
Debussy's Estamps was more
than' satisfying. This middle
selection of
.
the program was
unparalleled in its lovely rippling
and flowing melodic lines. The
three movements of the piece
included "Pagodes," "La Soireer
dans Grenade" and the finishing
"Jardins sous la Pluie" which was
vigorously brimming with trills and
runs. ':. . .'
A Jengthy and unusual ultra-
modern piece concluded the
performance called for watching
as well as listening to Mr. Burge at
the piano. Up until this concert, I
had never witnessed the use of the
- piano in quite the same manner as
it was used to .perform George
Crumb's Makrokosmos, VoL II.
Makrokosmos . VoL II is a
composition made up of twelve
, fantasy pieces, each with two
subtitled names, one being a sign
of the Zodiac and the other a
descriptive label. Like the Eakin
Frames played earlier, this piece
engaged more than just the keys of
the piano and the fingers of the
musician. The first scene,
"Morning Music" (cancer) had an
oriental twang to it, created by a
piece of paper placed upon the
strings. The second piece called
for alternate . strumming and
plucking of the strings as well as
muting them with the palm of the
hand. - :
Another unusual technique was .
Tradition
Art Director Will Speak
by Melissa Richmond
Addressing the college
community Monday, May 8, will be
John Coplans, the newly
appointed director of the Akron
Art Institute. He will speak on "Art
and Freedom" at 4 p.m. in Lean
Leture Room..
, As editor of the infulential art
journal Artforum from 1962-197- 7.
Coplans ran articles dealing
with the art market system,
popular culture, feminism and
art, and articles which questioned
the societal controls of the art
world. Coplans also worked as the
D-ec-
tor of the University of
California, Irvine, Art Gallery and
as Curator at the Pasadena Art
Museum. Add to this his list of
publications on Paul Cezanne,
Operation Crew Sought
The McGaw staff is currently
looking for freshman and
sophomore men or women
interested in employment for next
year." Duties of McGaw crew
members include lighting . and
sound set-up- s, taping, and general
physical set-up- s (chairs, podiums,
risers, stage sections) for McGaw
Chapel events. The Crew is
responsible for meeting the special
needs of those' groups who utilize
the facilities (i.e., Westminster
Church, Music Department and
campus programming groups.)
Hours are sporatic as they are
event-oriente- d' rather than set
daily hours;, fuIT time crew
members can expect to average 8-1-0
hoursweek over the course of
a quarter. McGaw staff is also
looking for part-tim- e employees to
,
work major events, (e.g., Ohio
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used in part 5 which is rightly
described in its title "Ghost-Nocturn- e:
for the Druids of
'Stonehenge" (Night-Spel- l II)
(virgo). The eery atmosphere of
this section was attributed to the
sliding of glasses along the strings,
resulting in a singing, nightmarish
noise. ' , .
Bold strumming here and there
over a stormy base line
characterized "Gargoyles",
(taurus) and was followed by a
similarly aggressive piece, "Tora!.
Tora! Tora!" (scorpio). Shouting
accompanied the banging in this
.
piece, intensifying the emotion
being portrayed.
"Cosmic Wind" (libra), was
filled with hissing by the pianist,
the brushing of the strings with a
metal brush and more thunderous
banging. Random but continual
whistling was the voice of "Voices
from 'Corona Borealis'-- "(aquarius) and the concluding
"Agnus Dei" (capicom) was filled
with mystical chanting by Mr.
Burge's bass voice singing the
classic phrase of "Dona nobis
pacem" which gradually faded out
into a whisper. The impact of the
piece upon the audience varied
greatly from individual to
individual.
Makrokosmos VoL II was
definitely a show piece that had
somewhat of a dubious musical
nature, still, the break from the
conventional minuet, sonata,
concerto routine and the creative
use of the entire musician and '
piano I found to be exhilerating.
AndyWarhol, Roy Lichtenstein,
,EJlswprth KeDey, and many
' articles in Art in America, Art
. International, and Art News,
and the College of Wooster is
indeed honored to host John
Coplans. Be there-Mond- ay, May
8th at 4 p.m. in Lean Lecture
Room. .
Ballet,
.
Cleveland Orchestra).
Employees hired for next year will
be trained this quarter. Interested
parties should inquire at the Lowry
Center Director's Office or
contact Tim Price, McGaw
Manager, Box 2520.
Youth Don't Vote
(CPS)-T-he fabled "youth vote"
that was to have changed the face
of American politics with the
lowering the voting age in 1972
simply hasn't shown up yet.
Only 49 percent of 18 to 35 year-ol- d
eligible voters actually voted in
1976, versus 60 percent in 1960.
But those younger voters now
represent about 40 percent of the
entire electorate, up more than 28
million people since 1960.
Opportunities
Appear Slim
(CPS)-Liber- als arts majors, it
seems, are having the roughest
time finding a job this year. Ralph
Keller, director of the Stanford
Career Planning and Placement
Center, puts it this way:
"The job prospects for liberal
arts majors are not promising. Not
much improvement can be
expected in the foreseeable
future."
- Placement offices have,
nevertheless, been reporting
increases in the number, of jobs
offered to humanities and social
science majors this yeai- - Sm
Brown, director of the ACTION
agency in Washington, D.C., has
even announced a new
recruitment policy that favors
liberal arts grads over grads with
more technical degrees.
' The increase in job offers,
though, is relatively minimal. The
College Placement CouncB (CPC)
reports only an eight percent
increase, compared with a 35
percent increase in the scientific
disciplines. - :- - '
Many observers, like Vernon
Wallace of the San Francisco
State College, attribute the
increase to "the whole economy
picking up," rather than any job
boomlet. As ft stands, state and
federal governmental agencies are
primarily responsible for hiring the.
humanities and social science
majors.
The questionable "market-
ability" of liberal arts grads seems
to have worried the discipline into
some drastic measures. Even the
National Endowment of the
Humanities is, according to one of
its prers releases, "ecouraging the
development of courses which will
take the humanities outside the
field of humanities." The hope, of
course, is to endow liberal arts
majors withj a better chance of
gainful employment.
Low Salaries
Those who have tried to find it
have also tried to re-educa- te
themselves. Sarah Wong of the
City College of San Francisco has
witnessed a stream of "liberal arts
majors returning to get technical
skills."
Dr. Garland G. Parker of the
University of Cincinatti, who
studies such things, thinks the
enrollment increases in many two- - ,
year and commuter colleges are
largely fueled by liberal arts grads
"returning to school to find some
way back into the job market at
higher salary levels."
The average starting salary for
humanities and social science
grads is $829 per month. The
Michigan State University --
Placement ' Center found that
liberal arts starting salaries have
gone up only 4.4 percent since
1968, far lower than the
corresponding increases in the
Consumer Price Index.
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AND NOW:' ELECTRONIC
"CLIFF NOTES
One company moves to take the
printed word out of college.
(CPS)--- A small Washington
company has just started selling
the 1970s answer to "cheaters",
those handy booklets that tell you
, exactly what a book says and
means. Great Programs, Inc., of
Issaquah, Wahsington, is offering
a series of cassette tapes of
lectures on acadmeic topics from
"Intro to Economies'", to "Afro-America- n
History'. . "V
The object, says Great'
Programs' Bob --Baker, is "to .
enable a kid driving to school or
work to learn while he's driving."-Recordi-ng
lectures, and re-
playing them, of course, is a long-
standing practice. But Baker, who
markets the cassette programs
put together by the General
Cassett Corporation of Phoenix,:
Arizona, says this is the first time --
anyone has offered such, tapes-commercial- ly.
Baker thinks theyU sell because
times have changed. "When I went
to college, we didn't read much.
Today's students read even less.
.
Today, they Esten." .
If Baker succeeds, they may not
have to read at all. He says his
tapes, which are offered with
lectures on biology, western
civilization, child development,
and others, are a perfectly
adequate mucleus
.
of a basic
college education.
And because they are tapes, he
adds, they're more suited to
student's interests, abilities, and
tastes. "Tapes", Baker says, "are a
way to get past - students'
threshold of resistance to more ftraditional methods of learning."
He theorizes . that "today's
student is more interested in his
own personal development than in
learning Psych 101...He's too busy
Rats Get
RAT DRINKING RISES
Study Finds That When Rats
Drink, They Act Like People
(CPS)-D-r. Gaylord Ellison, a
psychology professor at UCLA,
decided to fix some laboratory rats
up with the. Best of Everything,
give them all the liquor they
.
wanted, and see what happened.
The results of his experiment
have just been released, and show
that drunk rats do many of the.
. same things drunk people do.
. skiing or flying airplanes, but he
still wants to be smart., .,v
Apparently tapes can help:
"They can do it better, and in a --
shorter time. So why shouldn't he
.
' use them?" --.:'.
Such sentiments, of course, are
bound "to . provoke some
academicians. Baker readily
concedes "We're attacking the
very bastions colleges grow ivy on.
.Buy why must you go to heavy
lecture sessions? Why must you --
learn only by putting in long hours --
at the library?" - ;
. And the cassette tapes. Baker
warns, are only the beginning: --
"Wait 'hi you see what's awaiting -
the next generation." When the .
price of videotape cassettes drops, '
Baker foresees the day "when you i
'can take a well-produc- ed TV show
about, say, physics, put it in your -.--
TV,
and do your work right on the
screen." ...
Trade Talks arid Workers' Day
.THE INTERNATIONALIST
by Alius Papadentetriou ' '
CYPRUS A WORLD LEADER
IN TELECOMMUNICA-
TIONS :
Although it is one of the world's
smallest nation, the Republic of
Cyprus is among the leaders in the --
field of telecommunications. With
direct dialing to 54 countries,
Cyprus fourth in the world in mis
modern capability, headed only by :
Australia, Britain and Switzerland.
This was stated by the head of the
Cyprus Telecommunications
Authority who ' announced at a
recent press conference .that
Cyprus expects to have an earth f
orbiting satellite station operating --
within the next two years. The
project, for which bids are being
invited from leading international
firms, is expected to cost between
2.5 and 3 million Cyprus pounds
(up to some. $5.5 million). .The
Smashed
Ellison's rats could choose to.
drink - water or a ten percent,
alcohol, anise-flavore- d - solution.
Sure enough, the rats regularly
went to the liquor at a "cocktail
hour" just before their evening '
feeding, and for a nightcap just
before going to sleep. .- -. -
While congregated around the
'alcohol spout, moreover, they also
exhibited a
.
lot of ; "spirited";
socializing. ; " ' .
A Public Service of this newspaper & The Advertising Council Lv
Courageous people to work for no pay. Frequently the hours and :
conditions are inconvenient or difficult. Occasionally even dan-
gerous. No reward, beyond the gratitude of the people you he!p.
Appry at your local Red Cross Chapter. ; j : - , r .
"' -- '''.'
- -
Red Crocs. tJTha. Good
'J
The cast of "The Most Happy Fella", sing and dance their
Unfortunately, at printing time for the VOICE, there were four
satellite station will bear the name
of the President Makarios. -
- Cyprus is .also a leader in the
' provision of telex services, which
are available from the island to 103
' countries and which have recently'
.
' been improved by the importation
.. of 200 new telex units of the most
:
modern type. Deficiencies in the
Cyprus telecommunication
- caused by the Turkish seizure in
.
1974 - of. the -- major telephone
.exchanges of Famagusta, Kyrenia
and Morphou have now beep
eliminated by the installation of
' new equipment. . ' ' -
TRADE TALKS IN GENEVA
The United States joined 96
other major trading nations of the
world
.--
in Geneva" to begin a
decisive round of multilateral trade -
--negotiations. - ':.'. ';,
.
In accordance with a timetable '
' worked out with other participants :
last summer,) by Ambassador S.
Strauss,-- , the U.S.,- - Special'
Representative for. Trade
Negotiations, it.was agreed that all,
negotiating issues would - be
presented for detailed and specific
bargaining by mid-Januar- y.
..
-
Meeting at the General;
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade(GATT) .'Secretariat, the
participants will discuss the
following issues: -- .' " ..' ;'-
-
-Draft codes governing the use "
.
of non-tari- ff ' measures which
obstruct or hinder trade, such as.
import licensing procedures,'
subsidies and countervailino
.
rcrAtcr.
duties, "buy national government
purchasing requirements : and
- customs valuation. ". Z : ' -
.-Sp-
ecific requests for.and offers
; of liberalization of individual tariffs -
and non-tari- ff measures, 6uch as
: quotas, pertaining to imports of
i both agricultural and industrial .;
products..
.
,
.
' -- -.
-A"-
'-Comprehensive" tariff--.
- negotiating plan to achieve .
substantial " continued tariff
liberalization. '. "
.
--Improvements in - the world
.
trading system itself, including the.
'rdevekpment: of more., effective.
' dispute-settleme- nt mechanisms
and special r and - differential"
treatment . for developing ,
countries to bring them more fully ;--
into the system so they may share
more of the benefits as well as the
7 obligations of world trade. -
. r
MAY 1st !
The 1st of May is unimportant
for the United States, but is for the -
- rest of the world because it is the v
International Labor Day. -
--
; For the workers of the worW
this day has significance; because
'
' it is the day when the workers feel
protest and proclaim their rights. It
is an event in which great
messages as 'workers of all the
countries unite," "people united
are never deceived," "Solidarity,
Brotherhood, Struggle," "death to
Fascism and Imperialism," echo all
over the world. Jt is the day of fear
for - the capitalists : and the
"
;oppressors.
On this day the people go out tp
the streets and .with red flags-emble- ms
of the worker's class--r
march and protest. They celebrate
the struggles of the honest and
betrayed worker's class. They
celebrate ' the struggles of the- -
at
(CPS)-Seve- ral marijuana
advocate groups have called for
the - resignation of 'Dr. . Peter --
Bourne, President Jimmy Carter's :
health advisor.
The Kentucky ." Marijuana ,
Feasibility Study, Inc., the Legal
Marijuana Guild, and Coalition .
"Against Marijuana " Prohibition
collectively : called for - Bourne's :
resignation after Bourne told a
"Good Morning America" TV:
.
audience that - the government ;
.shouldn't -- concern itself with
paraquat content in marijuana. "
The Mexican government has
way into the heart of Wooster.
tickets remaining for the show. -
worker's ' class which cost ;
thousands ; of innocent victims,:
many blood baths and oppression
through the centuries. . v -- 1 ...
'y It is an honor for the U.S.A that
" the celebration of that day started
--in this country. The first victims of "
the worker's class in contempo- - ;
: rary history, assassinated during a
.
--
protesting march in Chicago on
May 1st 1884. After the episode, :
the International Labor Day was
.
given birth in - honor" of those7-- ;
martyrs. It is also a shame for the --
U.S.A. because these victims are
forgotten in their own country. " .'
The U.S.A. forgot the 1st of May --
and they moved Labor's Day to '.-a- nother
day.- - Thus "the worker's
struggle is ' disoriented and;r
debilitated.. V-v- T ;l - -- : ;'.
-- . ., 1 1I"IJJj?';,ATION ALRECORD STOCK '
'; ,'"'Z.,
The.ltock of thesa cof
.--
'-.
re5rds
and
.
hcr of Producing
,
musjc nwe.internationaDy.JuflVcJ,133- - durms J6'
recordsn" fi .
Also ; 22 . .rmluon' of cassettes
-- opposite to 16 million during 1975.
The worth of these sales reaches
2.737 million dollars.
.
.
In Great Britain the sale of" .
records was 430 million dollars, in --
France 583 million dollars and in
Germany 700 million dollars. It is
estimated that' the stock of the
music producing : means
.-
- will --
increase in the coming years in an
annual cadence of 16. Also the :
sales ; of the 45's records; will
remain the same, but the sales of --
"the LP's will increase about 20,
and the cassettes 40 approxi--matel- y.
'
.'
.
-
.
been spraying " marijuana fields
with paraquat, which reportedly
can be fatal to humans. Bourne
said that since marijuana smoking
is illegal, the government .had no
legitimate role in attempting to
pressure the Mexican government
to cease its spraying program. 7
In a letter to President Carter,
Gatewood Galbraith of the J
Kentucky - Marijuana Feasibility
Study asked for Bourne's
resignation because he "should be'
advising you on the healthjof all
citizens, whether, they , be law
abiding, : misdemeanants, good
:-
-
- cont on pg 9 . .
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A few present and future "signs of Spring Quarter: (clockwise) Wooster
sunbathers cover Holden courtyard the instant the mercury reaches 50F;
Kirk Fisher, 1976 graduate of the College of Wooster, will become Mark-Twai-n
once again for, a special Parents' Weekend re-enactm- ent of his
Junior IS; Jericho Harp, who were snowed out from a concert appearance
j- - r;;' -- V ;, - :F : this past Winter, will be
praying - for: sunshine
quarter; ana rresnman
Frank - Delaney, like
other COW students.
f enjoys " the chance to ;
take ' in one ot rood .
Service's ; special
picnic lunches. ; r V '
u
J!
-
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niragtiiniie lias Arrived!
4 4
when they perform on
the roof of McGaw
rr n Chapel later this
-
-
'
' :.
. .
.
.
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Concert Committee
Plagued With Problems
cont from pg 1
LCB has heard complaints that
other colleges of Wooster's size
have been able to attract major
concerts, but Kropp explains that
"they're either able to spend more
for --concerts or are offering less
diverse programs overall than we
are." He notes that Kenyon
College uses almost its entire
student entertainment budget for
concerts and offers few other
programs. "We're not ready to put "
our $20,000 on the Ene for. one
concert," states Denovchek.
Despite the problems involved,
LCB has continued to attempt to
sign several well-know- n acts over
the past year. Last opnng, a
promoter from Belkin Productions
in Cleveland called to announce
that one of Paul --Simon's
appearances in the area had been
cancelled, and offered the concert
to Wooster. Yet because the
rrJioCollege ...-- i tLwas given only, three
weeks notice, the PEC was not
minute offers," says Denovchek,
--Promoters will cafl us and only
dive us tun or th ul,. - .
"We thought we had a Dossible
deal for Steve Martin to appear
this past April 29, and he was
offered $20,000 an appearance for
--five dates; but someone went in
with a better offer ($30,000 an
appearance for three dates) and
. we lost out." Meatloaf was
.
tentatively set for May 5, but the
promoter called back and said the
group would not be in town, that
weekend after all. Other groups
that LCB has pursued this year
' include: The J. Geils Band, Hall
and Oates, Todd Rungrert; BlueOyster Cult, Patti Smith,
Headeast, Pure Prairie League,
Crack the Sky, and Horselips.
According to Stroud, "Each one
either fell throtrah because of
Dromorers the l4c
knw-ifir- afspecmcaaons rm 1 j.(m regards tolighting, stage, and facility
requirements) or we were given a
WOOSTER FISH
;
--Dp Sa Foods
featuring..,
lobster --
catfish
shrimp
frog legs
turbot.
Oysters
scallops
BBQ ribs
RESTAURANT
and
RETAIL FRESH FISH
262-883- 1
230 N. Buckeye
ABORTION Up thru 14 Weeks
Safe and Gentle
a i 9 ft m m. r"yyMKron SvXJ Clinic
date that we couldn't make." ,
Belkin Productions of
Cleveland, because it has "a
monopoly on concerts," says
Denovchek, adds to the College's
difficulties in securing acts. "We've"
booked concerts here and had
Belkin book them in Kent a week
before. If someone puts a concert .
in Kent or Akron a week before us,
we get killed The reason is that
LCB cannot depend on College of-Woost- er
students alone to buy
concert rickets.
Says Kropp, "out of the 1700
tickets sold for Michael Stanley, -
only 500-som-e tickets were sold to
Wooster students. We have to rely
'on s003' AJ0"aTd
lor lltKel 1051
money on almost. all. big-nam- e
concerts they have scheduled in
rccnt ?rs: the Jl?0'9" m lV suitedin a loss; ityx, tne last major .rrmrort w iVr iisnnlow wm io.t' the
'Tiwl. T Zf5 "f1Ai.uu" ' '" lu Sunu our money,
says Denovchek: "We can't justify
the risk of losing that much.
. Stroud states that even though
his committee has not been able to
arrange a major concert this year, --
funds allocated for concerts may.'
not be saved up for next year's
budget.- - Instead, they must be -
spent elsewhere or returned to
Campus Council, "this year we
had money left over, and since we
couldn't save it, we pumped it into
Alfred E-- Packer Day." S
On Alfred 'E. Packer Day
...i,,i r-"-y- ""y
-
country-roc- k band from?
Columbus, Ohio, will " appear
behind . Lowry Center. The
following afternoon, Jericho Harp,
a soft-roc- k band that has had an
appearance on Thein Tonight Show
and other television programs, will
be giving a free concert on the roof
of McGaw Chapel.
'
"I think there's a general feeling
put there that we're not doing
anything," says Denovchek. "But '
we got a good start with the
Michael Stanley Band. That's the
first successful concert in a really
long time." She adds that before
long LCB expects Wooster to land
a major concert. "We can crank it --
out if we can get ' a firm
commitment from a band. It's a
matter of finding a band that won't
sup through our ringers. ...
Enrollment Increasing According to Study
(CPS- )- The nation's four-yea- r
state and land grand colleges at
least temporarily stopped
enrollment declines during 1977,
according to a "study by the
National Association of State
mosi experienced
Free Pregnancy Tests andSympathetic Counseling
Lowest Fees
Personalized and Confidential
Akron women's clinic
513 W. Market St.
Call Collect 0-536-6- 178
Trr-r-v Vi
'! I
Job Market Bullish
(CPS)-- A major rite of spring, of
course, is the time-honor- ed grind
of putting a just-receiv- ed degree to .
work.
;And if the annual batch of job
market surveys can be believed,
.
1978 graduates are having an
easier time of it than their 1977
'predecessors,
n
The National College Place-
ment Council (CPC) found 1978
grads are getting some 31 percent :
more job offers man did 1977'
grads. -
The bright prospects, however,
are reserved for those who are
getting their bachelor degrees.
Masters graduates are actually
getting five percent fewer, offers,
while' Ph-cP- s, according to , the
CPC, are "holding even".
Karen Berky of Barclay Search
Associates, a private placement
firm that recruits graduates for
corporate clients, says the --
reasons BL's are faring better
tnan - graduate -- students is
"basically, that BA's are cheap.
rMore clients are getting more
Universities and i Land . Grant
Colleges.
. v .... .
Enrollment as of fall, 1977, was
- up one percent over fall, 1976.
rTrst-tim- e freshman enrollment
increased nearly two percent,
after falling rather drastically in the
'faD of 1976. : "
About a third of the 391
The Great
."r"";:-- :
. ESCAPE
Dream a little. Play a little, but most of all, relax and enjoy!
We have hobbies and crafts for the. whole family at family'
prices. v.'.:'- - " ' . . v; ;
'
Take advantage of old-fashion-ed service - come in,
browse, ask questions and check out our amazing line of
stock! ;, ' ." . j. :Trasur Hous Hobbies ,
Phone 21 6264-3- 1
fearful of graduate students. BA's :
know their areas with none of the
-- bad habits.Companies can get
them cheaply, and train them
more easily in their systems." ;
Optimistic chorus ; - J-- ;
Bachelors can also be
encouraged by a study from-Manpowe- r,
Inc.,' the - massive
temporary-employmen- t : agency.
Manpower recently announced
that a third of the 6000 employers
it interviewed expected to add
more .workers during the spring-summ- er
hiring season. Manpower
President Mitchell ; Fromstein
summed the findings , up by
observing that "the job market will
offer a significant number of newjobs."
.-
-
-
.-
-
-
-
. i- -
Many college placement
bureaus have joined the optimistic
chorus. Many more report the
number of firms recruiting on
campus has actually doubled.
Nationally, state and federal '
governments ! have made 59
percent more offers than last year.
.
(If it wasn't forthe 23 percent
increase in governmental hiring,
campuses surveyed did show
declines in the number of
students, but the decreases were
generally small. Fewer colleges,
moreover, suffered declines than
in the prior school year.
Women in four-ye- ar schools
continued to account for a larger
share of enrollment. ' .
American
. .w .
33 236 W. Liberty St.
For B.A.'
one study found, there would have
been a one percent decline in the
. number of jobs available to liberal
arts grads). Business and
manufacturing employers offers
are up 39 percent, while job offers
from "other businesses' are up 12
percent. -- -.
.
. Such . statistics have bouyed --
: ' college placement officers,- - if not
students. Sarah Wong, placement
' director at the City College of San
Francisco, is . perhaps most
bullish of all. "Let's face it," she
" says. Tf you have a skill, you can
- get a job." :w
: Yet it depends on which skill
you have." Engineering and
accounting majors are reportedly
doing quite well. Lithographers,
ophthalmic technicians,' and even --
some metal-workin- g ;art majors
are also regularly being placed. -
Most liberal arts majors, though,
are struggling in the marketplace.
Fundamental contradiction "
' Which - leads some wayward
placement officers into pessimism
even among the glowing statistics.'
.Several have wondered if the --
currently improving job market
isn't a temporary phenomenon.
At " Lehigh, for example, ,
placement director Eugene Seeloff
concedes that - on-camp- us
recruiting : is increasing, - but
remains troubled by what he sees
asa fundamental contradiction in
the marketplace; "There are more
graduates, and the job market has ;
not expanded proportionately."
Barclay's Berky "nevertheless
insists that "all in all, it's a good
time to be "entering the . job
market...My experience is that the
market for some supposedly sure--;
thing areas is softer than the'
surveys suggests.. But it's an --
expanding economy again, which
is always good news." " J
THE
PARXT
A in tha Collaga Hrtl S H U P
A . Sriopptn Cantar
mom: 2tZH9Bci .
'
-
ir
13
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Grades Prove Unimportant
(CPS)-Eugc- nc Seeloff, who
directs placement services at
Lehigh in Bethleham, Pa., is one of
the few college place officers
around these days who is less than
optimistic about seniors' chances,
of getting a job after graduation.
What's more, he's not sure that
a good academic record helps get
a job in the current market. "It
helps," he says, "but not always."
The University of Michigan's
Institute for
.
Social . Research,
moreover, isn't even sure going to
college .helps land a job. In a
national study, the Institute found
that, a college education typically
helps men find relatively high-statu- sjobs. Yet the higher
educated the mart; the more likely
hell be unsatisfied with his work. "
The Institute attributed the
j 'A'r.wrrriiiiiMnjtf.'A: WOOSTER VOICE, May 5, 1978, Page 9
Spinsterhood Is Prevelant
Germany in Favor of Spinsters? .
. Almost every culture has a.""
special derogatory word assigned,
to those individuals .who never
made the step into marriage. In
Germany everybody can recall
some ... jokes which especially
feature a woman, as "old maid",
who endlessly waits for her luck in ,
the 'person of a man, white her
youth is slowly fading away: The
German translation for "old maid"
"sitzengelassenes Maedchen".
portrays on over-age- d girt,
untouched hy the stream of life,
sitting passively, " moving in no
direction.
... The man seems to be somehow --
better off with the title he gains
when he stays unmarried. The
English word "bachelor" does not
sound ' perforative, but rather
interesting. Society acknowledges
that the man has made a decision
when he chose a specific life-styl- e.
The "left-ove- r girls,-o- n the other
hand were thought incapable of
deciding for themselves; they were --
decided upon- - judged, singled out
and pushed into the corners of life.
Research done
.
in. Germany
shows an increasing number of
single people, both male " and
female, in the age of 30 - 60. More ,
and more people in the classic '
marriage age 20-2- 5 postpone their
decision of getting 'married and
choose a life-sty- le as singles, fully
aware of its advantages as well as
disadvantages. Clearly, the
advantages outnumber - the
disadvantages for the unmarried in
this research. ' They are more
flexible in carrying career plans '
(especially the unmarried women);
their jobs : provide them' with
phenomenon to higher aspirations enough money tor an apartment
among college students. . suited to their needs and they own
The job expectation level of cars in which they can travel
seniors," Seeloff confirms, "is comfortably. They enjoy the
greater than the probability of - freedom to spend time and money
achievement." : 48 tt Phases them; nobody asks
rtwm uhu their staucvi emit late.Parquat Problem Causes Boycott They have time to concentrate on
: .
.
,
-
.
:, themselves. - .
'
, cont from pg 6
guys, bad guys, or even marijuana
consumers. Dr. - Bourne has
demonstrated a callous disregard
for millions of American lives."
The groups also called for a
boycott of Chevron Oil Company,
the sole distributor of paraquat,
and its parent company, Standard
oa. :-- : ;- -'
"We're mad as hell and won't --
take it any longer," said Galbraith.
"These companies and the
government have declared war on
their citizens' by- - seriously
poisoning them in an attempt to
control personal behavior. Iff
government sponsored genocide
WOniD-VID- c j
TROT
SERVICE
TAKES YOU . f
by every definition and every These modern singles form their
.
thinking person must admit it." ' own powerful subculture in a
A TRUE LOVE STORY...
For everyone who believes in happy endings
The continuing true story of JiflKinmont,.
- a woman with enough courage for ten '
lifetimes ... and a man with enough love
to carry them both.
THE OTHER SIDE OF
;v -
. .
' PART
MARILYN HASSETT TIMOTHY BOTTOMS
Now Thru May 11 ' ' -
Nightly at 7:00 and 9:00 , Sunday at 2:00
society in which traditional role-mode- ls
are breaking and
changing. They appear in no way
pitiful or ridiculous and cease to be
the butt of jokes. Single women
can frequent restaurants or bars
without being looked upon
strangely. Those interviewed say
that the decision "to beone's own
person in life" has strengthened
their spontaneity and intensified
their experiences. They claim that
they prefer to Jake upon them the
loneliness of a single life which
gives them the chance of
developing an own life-styl- e. In the
time of the nuclear family and
LET THE
and the equally
popular edition of our
1978 WORK BOOK
lessened religious influences,
marriage bands are weakened;
married people find themselves
too often locked together with a
partner when there are as many
reasons to part as there are for
staying together.
The singles interviewed in this
research seem to be strong willed
individuals who do not want to get
trapped in the false romanticism of
the concept of love - marriage.
People who got divorced after a
trial join the crowd.
Although the divorce rate is high
in Germany, it is statistically lower
cont on pg 10
(gEIWRAJLTOLJCT
(COMPANYoF WAYNE COUNTY
provide you with your 1978 -- edition of our
popular WISH BOOK
TO HELP YOUR "WISHES" FOR THE FUTURE COME TRUE,
CENTRAL TRUST PROVIDES A SAVINGS PIAN TO FIT ANY
BUDGET AND ANY NEED.
TO HELP MAKE YOUR "WORK" EASIER . . . EVERY
DAY OF THE YEAR AND ESPECIALLY AT TAX'
TIME" ... A PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT IS
THE ANSWER! KEEP TRACK OF WHERE EVERY
PENNY IS SPENT. HAVE VALID RECEIPTS OF ALL
BILLS PAID, AND CURB IMPULSE SPENDING. WITH
OUR "WORK BOOK," YOU'LL HAVE MORE MONEY
TO PUT INTO OUR "WISH BOOK"!
THEATER 2STand DUDGMT BANKING
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J COLLEGE : lTMENT IN THE jRE.Waltoh;Bisplay iii Epwry
The current display of paintings
in Lowry Center's first floor is the
work of senior history major Kevin
Walton. Walton, from Fredericks-
burg, Ohio, has been painting"
since the age of ten, although he
has had little formal instruction.
He works exclusively in oils,
though he will occasionally create
a piece using pen and ink or pastel.
Originaly, Walton was primarily
interested in landscapes and it was
in this area that he concentrated.
Though Eric Slaone was a major
influence to him when he was
younger, Walton cites the help of
" Wooster faculty member Phil
Shipe as important ,to the.
development of his current style. --
Walton has known Shipe since he,
first began painting. At the present
time Walton is primarily influenced
by New York artist Charles Pfahj
and has . become , particularly
interested . : with the human '
anatomy, still lifes and interior
scenes. Walton is fascinated with v
contrast since this,., he feels, '..
"makes a picture interesting." He
works with the quality of tight and
how it affects specific, objects. '
Walton hopes one dayto,".
ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
Vegetarian Dinners Served
'Our specials: Fresh salads " ';
Tacos Eggplant sandwiches -
Aracados Soy burgers
Herbal teas Smoothies and juices '
o We have meaC too!
Come see as at or Call n t
131 N. Market 264-476- 7
-
I FT THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
UAwm a rioctmu foti k because the children mkiht not appeal to our senses.
we will have started a trend leading us back to the Third Reich. ' - - -
' CYRUS W. STIMSON, M.D., CYTOGENETIC1ST
ABORTION FACTS
.
.
Certainly if, as Sen. Packwood argues, it is cheaper to the state to kill the
unborn children of the poor than it is to let them be bom - and it undoubtedly is --
then it is obviously even less expensive to the State to' eliminate the poor
themselves. . - "
JOHN D- - LOFTON, JR.
SYNDICATED.COLUMNIST
United States House of Representative .jc-'-- .
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT-TO-LIF- E
, - Box 835, Wooster, Ohio 264-528-9
or call ..
EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid 1-419-- 1372 .
FREE Presnancy HOTLINE 1-800-34- 4-7211
PREPARE FOR: -
r.".2m cm lg-i- t crfJiT
cd I. ii. iii-EG?- ::. 3FiEii-u:- 2
NATL DENTAL BOARDS NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs ft Hours
- There IS a difference!!!
For Information Please Call:
371-003- 5 (collect)
14055 Cedar Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44118(just off 1-2- 71)
I EDUCATIONAL CENTER ,
Ask About Locals and Compacts
Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 100-223-17- 82
Canters In Ma lor USW Toronto, raarto Rico and Lutaao, SwftnrlaM
r mi
' test pmcpamatiom
specialists since ism
If you have that some place'
special you'd like to go to
or that special something .
you'd like to buy or do, ,- -'
then start saving for it. -- '
today. We can help. Stop :
in and see us.
.
J
First Federal
1812 Cleveland Road
264-78- 12
become an artist although he feels
his work is still in the experimental
stages: -- He would - like to study
under a professional artist or to
attend art schooL Walton claims -
that he loves aO art, "...but realism
is what 1 enjoy most. Modem art "
appears to be undisciplined
mediocrity. I tend to lean towards ;
traditional art." He adds, "I am
trying to become the best artist I
possibly can." ';'
Gage Presents Varied
"
. cont from pg 4 --
. Happy Hours,' this,. Friday
r sponsored by Culbertson House,
featuring acoustic guitarist Jeff
Kerekes. This time is 3-- 6 p.m. and
rthe cover charge is only 50
K
V
. Saturday's ; Happy . Hour is
sponsored by Douglass Hall, and
will feature music by Loose Booty
- Productions. The time for this is 4--"
6 p.m. and the cover charge will be "
only 25. o " - ;
,--
" There, will be NO cover charge
Threads Liberated
7s
J
.
DO-NOTHIN- G1' DENIM
ALL COTTON! ALL NATURAL! -
. Won't shrink, out of size .... T
- Resists wrinkling and puckering
.Gets softer sooner- - Washes cleaner
and. it's all'natural American cotton, not 13"
polyester like some jackets. After all, if it isn't pure
cotton it isn't really denim. We know that so do
you. We won't selTyou plastic jackets, if :
Waist length western jacket. Flapped front pockets,
Sedgef ield- - metal buttons; Navy, prewashed, pre- -
faded, blue ice. S-M-L-- XL. .
J5
Programming
for either Friday or Saturdays
night's entertainment Friday night
wiB feature the band MR", and
.
Saturday will feature music and
' fiuo hrnaA-ac- f mn Km t - I"! Vm
- J WW u.wews.
.
Come to the Cage this weekend
Here
vv-'- C ' cont from pg 1"
4-- 1 Melchor I Fobes (Mathematics),
Gerald Sanders (Speech), Richard
Figge (German), and Donald Wise
(Biology). Saturday night will also
feature a steak fry on the Lowry
patio and a Scot Band Concert at
8:15. : p.m.' in McGaw. Sunday :
.
morning, Gordon Stewart will be
preaching on "The Birth of the
Church",
:
'
' Friday night is also the date of
. Babcock's annual Evening in
Vienna. ,
Spinsterhood
; corit from pg 9"-- - '
; than f in the States. "Specially
educated young people are more
reluctant to- - marry than their
american age-mate- s.
Z. ? The fear of loneliness and the
, longing for love is believed to be
equally strong for both married
and ' single people but their
solutions are different. - i
The singles in this research
consider themselves more open
for friendships with equals, less
- dependent on any one person and
less frightened about loneliness. -
Flair Travel
Consultants
"345 E. BOWMAN ST.
. For Your
Convcnisnco
.Just off ttia Cotlcga ,
Csmpus - For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
end Needs,
CALL
2C4-C5- 05
Grace's Wine
X' Shoppe- -
248 W. North Street
-V-26- 2-5CS5
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Scottie' Tennis Team Still Invincible Now 9--0
.-
-. ,, by Deb Berg
: The Wooster Scottie netters
.'continued to show no mercy to
their opponents last week as they
, upped their season record mark to
9-- 0 with wins over Oberlin, Capital
- and Wittenberg. ,
Oberlin was the first to fall when
Wooster mistreated their ... hosts
with- - a 5-- 4 defeat on Thursday.
Predicting a close match all the i
- vay, Coach Sexton was quite
pleased with; the results:
Particularly since the Scottie line--
up had to be altered slightly due to ;
. illness. . ' : - :
First singles Ann Geary lost her :
first match of the season, bowing
: to Kathy Sheinhouse, 2-- 6, 6-7- .'
- Pam Hampton came through at
2nd singles with a 7-- 5, 1-- 6, 6--2
victory. ...
Nina Gordon dropped only her
second decision at the No. 3 spot,
- eventually losing 4-- 6, 6-- 2, 1-- 6.
: Meanwhile, Audi Wynn continued
mm'
t.
Junior second baseman Bill Colvin went 3 for 3 to help the Scots to a 13-- 0 win in the first game of
their doubleheader sweep over Oberlin. - Photo by Dave Koppenhaver.
Baseball Sweeps Two From Oberlin
by Cindy Braham
The Wooster Scots Baseball
team rolled over Ohio Conference
opponent Oberlin this past
weekend. The Scots swept' a
doubleheader for the first time
since returning from their Florida
trip. A. combination of timely
hitting and near perfect pitching
resulted in lopsided scores of 13-- 0
'
and 11-- 0. . : ' V
- In the opener, Russ Crawford
went five innings, striking out 10,
- walking one and yielding four hits
to earn his seventh victory against
one loss. Jeff Kohler pitched the
remaining two innings while
striking out two, walking none,
-- Tdrunk DRIVER. DEPT. Yv
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j I want to keep my friends alivefor the next party. " --
J fell me what clie I can do.
' F .M.r . - .
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to roll along undefeated, beating
Hoffnagel, 64, 6-- 2.
Laurie Galloway, subbing for --
Loraine Wilder in the 5th position,
lost to Oberlin's Patty Rose, while
Fran Kielbowicz raised her record
to 6-- 0 with a 6-- 2, 7--5 win over
,. Loustau.
...
v'
- The - doubles - teams of.
ClearyHampton and Kiebowicz
Galloway won at their respective!
1st and 3rd positions, while the
GordonWynn pair suffered their
first defeat of the season at 2nd
doubles, losing 6-- 3, 5--7, 0-- 6. ?
Saturday found Sexton's
Scotties traveling to Capital for a
tri-mat- ch including Wittenberg,
time limits' forcing a return to the .
old 3-- 2 format v.. '.v -
Wooster easily turned back
Capital 5-- 0, their sixth shutout of
the season, then trounced one of
southern Ohio's toughest ,
contenders, Wittenberg, 4-- 1.
Ckary, once again playing
and giving up two hits. The
offensive attack was spear-heade- d
by Billy Colvin and Harry Eberts.
Colvin went three for three (a
double and two singles) with one
RBI and scored three times
himself. Eberts also contributed
three hits,
.
all singles, and
accounted for six RBrs. Others
who contributed to the attack
were Mike Treadway and Tim
Basflone, each with two hits, while
Crawford, John - Crasi, Bob
Zielinski, Rick Kolencik and Jeff
Orwick added one hit a piece.
In , the nightcap, Tim Raffet
pitched six innings, fanning 11,
walking nine and allowing one hit
COLD
Beer and Wine
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429 tiberty
beautifully, came back for a 6-- 2, 6-- 3,
win against Capital and defeated
her Wittenberg opponent 6-- 2, 6-- 2.
Hampton breezed by her
Capital foe, 15--1, 6-- 1, She was the
lone Scottie defeat, being beaten
6-- 1, 3-- 6, 4-- 6, by a Wittenberg
player who had been playing at
first singles throughout most of the
'season.
'.-
-
Fran Kielbowicz probably tire
strongest Scottie at her position
DINO'S
(DRIVE THRU
Scottie Lacrosse Still
by Brenda E. Luger
The combination of strong
offensive playing and strong
defensive playing, plus the.
addition of both Mary Vlahos and
Wendy Myers to the Varsity
Rooster had brought the Women's
Varsity Lacrosse team closer to
victory with each game they play.
Last Thursday, April 27, the
team faced a strong, physical
to gain his fifth victory to one loss.
Mike Girimont worked the final
inning, striking out three and
walking two in his first appearance
since pulling his achille's tendon.
The Scots continued to hit in the
second game with 11 runs on 11
hits. Mike Riffee and Mark Kraus
lead the offense with two hits each,
while Colvin, Kolencik, Mike
Bending,-- .
.Tim Kelly, Bob
McFadden and Don 'Sewell each
added one hit.
The Scots now stand 7-- 3 in
OAC play and 23-- 6 overall. The
team will go two at Kenyon
Saturday and play at Mt. Union on
Tuesday. -
Corryoot
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'., Wooster
HA Nt I To i?ove Yaw Ca' -
answered the call at 3rd singles
and utilized her vast experience to
down - Capital, 6-- 2, 6-- 2 and
Wittenberg, 6-- 4, 6-- 4.
.
Nina Gordon and Audi Wynn
combined for a 6-- 4, 6-- 3 victory
over Capital at 1st doubles. They
encountered what Sexton called
"the toughest doubles team we've
met" in the Wittenberg pair and
came out on top, 4-- 6, 6-- 2, 6-- 2.
"'
--
. Loraine Wilder and ' Laurie
Denison team ' and finished the
game with a 9-- 2 loss. But the score
is not an indication of how the '
Scotties played. In the first half,
both Maryann Brown and Jenny
; Harland scored for Wooster and
the defense held Denison to only
five goals. At the end of the first'
half, Coach Kathy Moore felt that
the team was still, in the game.
Unfortunately they could not hold
on, and Denison went on to score
four more goals to finish with a
total of nine.
Then, on Saturday, April 29, the
' Scotties faced Oberlin for the
second time in two weeks. The last
.game ended with a 9-- 4 Oberlin
victory but Coach Moore said,
"We were ready to get them," and
they almost did. 9Wooster started out the game
by grabbing a 2-- 0 lead and they
maintained an even score to finish .
the first half at a 3-- 3 tie. The teams
continued to play evenly until
Tennis Men Prep For OAG
by Michael Flannelly
The Scots record dropped to
.500 for the first time this season as
they lost to last year's OAC
runnerup Wittenberg by an 8-- 1
margin. The tennis team's record
now stands at 4--4.
The Scots inability to capitalize
in-th- e third set proved to be their
downfall. In doubles, Mike
Flannelly Al Lave were handled
easily in the third set after splitting
the first two. The other doubles
teams Dave WardlawAndy
Levinson and Paul WardlawTodd
Drennan fell in straight sets.
In singles play, Andy Levinson,
Bruce McLane, and Dave
Wardlaw all dropped the final and
deciding set. Flannelly and
Drennan were handled in straight
sets.
The bright spot of the day for
38
-- Galloway dueled at 2nd doubles
and easily defeated Capital, 6-- 1, 6-- 1,
then lingered a little longer in a
stong 7-- 5, 6-- 3 --victory over
Wittenberg.
The Scotties now head into the
home stretch, visiting large college
division member, Kent State,
Wednesday, then returning to
host perenially tough Denison and
Toledo tomorrow, beginning at 10
a.m.
Improving
Wooster went ahead 6-- 5 with 3
minutes left. But an outstanding
play by Oberlin evened the score
with 51 seconds on the clock, and
the game ended at a 6-- 6 tie.
Scoring for the Scotties in the
Oberlin, game were Ellen Hicks,
with one in the first half, and Kathy
Seaman with a goal in the second.
Leading Wooster's scoring,
though, was Jenny Harland, who
finished the game with four goals,
splitting them evenly with two in
each half. Goalie K.C. Clark had
an excellent game, finishing her
day with 13 saves, with 19 shots on
goal.
Coach Moore is pleased with
the way the team has improved
through the season, adding that,
"Every day I go out to practice, I
see improvement.'' She says the
team feels it too and it is making
them Work even harder.
The Scotties face Wittenberg on
cont on pg 12
the Scots was the play of first
singles player Paul Wardlaw. Paul
survived three match points
against him in the second set and
then went on to a convincing 6-- 2
win in the third set.
Paul used a consistent baseline
game combined with accurate
passing shots to defeat his hard-
hitting .opponent. Coach Tom
Hollman observed: "Paul should
be in top form for the OAC
championships next week."
Fortunately for the Scots, the
roughest part of the schedule is
over. Tomorrow the Scots are
away at Heidelberg and then are
home for matches against non-conferen- ce
foes Hiram and Akron.
One week from today the OAC
championships will be held in
Wooster where Ohio Weslyan will
attempt to defend its title
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
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bv Jim WCkins; The College of Wooster tractf
team finished last in a three-tea- m
7 meet Saturday on the Scots' home .
track. Wittenberg won the. meet
with 70 points, followed by
Denison with 56 and Wooster with
44. .. . - ;
- The Scots went into the meet
with several key people hampered
by injuries and came out of the
meet in even worse shape; 1 had
the feeling that every time I turned
around somebody was getting
.hurt," said coach Jim Bean.
Despite a tender hamstring
sophomore Jeff Kirk turned out to
be a double winner in the mile and
half-mil- e. His time was 450 for the '
mile while his 1:57.5 in the half was
his . best effort this year and --
qualified him for the Ohio
Conference championship.
However, running the lead-of- f
leg in the Scots' mile relay Kirk :
strained his hamstring and had to. --
drop out.
The Scots were especially hard '.
hit with injuries in the sprint
events. Freshman Tim Jackson
pulled a hamstring while
competing in the long jump and J
had to scratch from the 100 yd.
dash and the 440 yd. relay.
WOOSTER WAS left with
only senior Slick Wimberly in the
.100. He was hampered by a leg
injury and suffered his first defeat
of the year, finishing second in
10.1.
"All of our speed merchants
were hurt," said Bean, "and we
didn't do anything in the 440 yd.
. One of the first things
young runus team to do
is ny Icelandic
Begmng April.
1978.IcetuKficwffl
fly any youth (Puffin
or person) from 12
thru 23years old
roundtrip from New
.
York to Luxembourg
for just $400. $430
tromChJcago. Ke--
' turn tickets are
goodforafuB -
year, fares are
subject to
change.
mbook
anytane.
a
. i 'i r.. .r
: JUfZ
$345
1--45 day APEX fareRoundtrip 14-4- 5
relay or 220 because of iL" " . r
--
" Senior Bill Reedy continued to
perform well "in the three-mil- e,
winning in 15:06- - He also took a
second in the mile .in 4:22.6. The
two races apparently didn't wear
Reedy out as he came back on
Sunday to win the Wooster J-C'- s,
10,000 meter run. Sophomore
John - Carwik was third-i- n the
!' three-mil- e in 1553. , " :
In the 440 junior -- Jeremy Dahl
recovered, well enough fromTa
week-lon- g illness to finish third in
52.3. "For a guy who'd been sick
; and hadn't been able to practice all '
week I was pleased he did so well,"
said Bean. ' - '". .
In field events the Scots finished
1-- 2 in the long . jump - with
.
sophomore Don Austin taking top
, honors with a jump of 21'4".
Freshman Brian Kelly was second
"
at 204".. -'- -':
: . Ron Austin was second in the
high jump with an effort of 6-- 6. He .'!
narrowly missed several efforts at
- a school record 6-- 8.
Sophomore Todd Lamb did well
in the shot, finishing third with a
toss of, 44--5. Senior Dennis
Riesley's 13-- 6 effort in the pole
vault was over-shadowe- d by the
.
15-- 4 vault of Dehison's Bob Atha,
which set a Wooster track record.
.". ""
'-
- ' Despite the ;
loss of several key performers to '
injuries, the team won its second ;
dual meet of the year Tuesday,
defeating Muskingum College 7634 X
to 61J4- - The Scots' record now
stands at 2-- 4. '' . '
Wooster was " without the .
aire
But there's more to
v Icelandic than just
x low tares.Youlgeta
--
.
great dinner and
.
excellent service -
on your trip. And
Icelandic wiB
set you down
.
right ki the mid-
dle of the Euro--
1 pean Continent, ' .
; where you II be --just hours away by
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? most famous
.
landmarks.
-
- So take a travel
'.yjj Dwnenru. -
bee your travel
agent. Or write
.
:
Dept. 352,
Icelandic Airlines, -'- .
- r.u. cox iwv
:'M West Hempstead,
J 3 N.Y. 11552. CaB
'n toll-fr- e number
in your area. -- v
from N.Y.
Roundtrip Youth Fare. Good thru age 23.
J375lnMitC)iKJKO. Trk,lWiwred30T(horlodaiartBrp mtdpmikw)mrrKdnaernooo. .
APEX fan effective June L 1978. . . ,
- services : of sprinters Slick i;
. Wimberly and Tim Jackson and
distance -- ' man , Jeff Kirk, all ;
sidelined with leg injuries. -- "We - --
certainly weren't at full strength,".
said Coach Jim Bean, "but neither ;
was Muskingum from what their --
coach told me." -- ; '- -' r
V, The Scots won nine of ' the
" sixteen events, yet failed to get any '
new qualifiers '- -. for the --; Ohio ;
Conference championships on
'
--
May 12-1- 3. The Scots now nave
' two 'home meets in which to.
qualify more people for the '--.
.
" champlonsh..-;i-l-.".v- -
""We have several people that"
. are so very close to qualifying,"::
. said Bean. "It's important that they :
,. do well in the next two meets."
One of those who is close to ;
qualifying - is : sophomore ;:
.
weightman, Todd Lamb. AgainstT
" Muskingum he registered career' ;
V. bests in both the shot put and -
discus. His throw of 133-- 1 was
-- ' gooid for first in the discus while his
put of 45--3 took a second m the --
shot. .' .. -- v.:., i- . -- '
Freshman Brian Kelly is close to "
qualifying in the long jump and his ;
-- winning leap of ,21--5 was. three
Softball Team Piclts Up
; by Deb Berg r: - -
'
: Having endured a frustrating !
- series of rainouts and losses; the .
-- Scottie Softball team (1-6- ) broke :
into the win column for the first '
: time last week with a 10-1- 5 victory
over. Ashland in the second half of i
a double dip. -
.
" j. Earlier in the week, Wooster
lost a heartbreaker when Lorain
County - Community College, :
pulled out a 9-- 8 win with an. 8th;
inning 4-bagg- er. - :, ; ': ! :...!
The Scott ie bats didn t wake up
until the 4th inning Thursday when
they scored three runs on the'
strength of hits by Pat Horth, Rose
Mickley and Pat Buda. ; ;
" Wooster continued to burn ki
the 5th as they scored five more . ;
times, including a grand slam by ;
pitcher Trish Wilkinson., ; : - -- :
. Unfortunately, : in ." the - next --
inning, LCCC added two more to"i
their previous total of six, knotting
the score at 8. ' - .. -- t
This Week's Scot & Scottie Sports Action
BASEBALL vs. Kenyon (2) away Sat., May 6; vs. Findby (2) at home
Tues.; May, 20 p.m. ' " . " - " r ..; '
MEN'S TENNIS vs. Heidelberg away Sat., May 6; vs. Marietta at home
Tues., May 9, 2:30 p.m. ''r ZZ-- y
MEN'S LACROSSE, vs. Ashland away Sat., May 6; vs. Oberlin at home
Wed., May jlO, 4 p.m. . " - -- !!. :- -- "..,''. - '!.! '!; V'"--- ! .' , '.
GOLF at Indiana Invitational in Indiana, Pa. j Fri!, May 5; defending their
- Ohio Converence title Thurs. and Fit, May 11 and 12 at Kenyon!.
MEN'S TRACK vs. Ohio Northern and Marietta at home Sat., May 6,
J:30 p.m.; vs. Hiram and Kenyon at home Wed., May 10, 3:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Denison and Toledo at home Sat., May 6,
: 10 a.m.; vs.X)hk Wesleyan at home Mon., May 8, 2:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE vs. Ohio Wesleyan at home Sat., May 6,
11 a.m.; vs. Wittenberg away Tues., May 9. ;r ; 7; -
SOFTBALL vs. ; Ohio Wesleyan (2) at home Sat., May 6,
1 p.m.; vs. Baldwin-Wallac- e away Tues., May 9. ; " ;1 ;
Z'Z--
; CITY-- :
--
" S. Market
'' ": .. 202
Magazines C
G reetlng Cards
and one- - half inches shy of the'
qualifying standard. - Kelly also
finished second in the 100yd. dash
with a time of 10.7. J ; ;
'." Sophomore- - John Ferenchik-capture- d
first in the triple jump
with an effort . of 42--7 while
freshman Mark Thomas was
second with 41-8.!-- :: -- T -- -'
- Dennis Riesley cleared 13 feet in
the pole vault, good for second
place, '- -' while" sophomore . Ron
- Austin jumped 6-- 5 in the highjump
- to win - that event.- - Sophomore:
Chuck Ranson added a third in the !
high jump, clearing 6 foot. ' '
. Junior - Jeremy . Dahl was a
'double winner -- for' the ".Scots,
running the 220 yd. dash in 23.7
and the 440 in 53. L He added a
third in the 100 with a 10.8. :
Freshman John Metz won his '
: first college race, the 880 yd. run,
.in 2:03.1 while sophomore Dave ;
Sanders was second in 2:06. --
: "'. Senior Bill Reedy, still feeling the
wear and tear of Sunday's victory 1
in Wooster's 10,000 meter run, -
limited himself to competing in the :
r mile but won it in a fine 452.9-- !
Junior Jeff Pepper was second in
':' 4:29.5, r ' Y f ! ; . ;
With : both teams being held
scoreless in . the 7th, the game .
ended in extra innings as the "
Scotties gave up a homerun,
resulting in the: disappointing 9-- 8 !
final. - '
'-
-
-'- .
"... :
.
Saturday ' found the Scotties ;
traveling, to: Ashland for a ,
doubleheader..--;
.
.
.
: !
:
.; The first game stats tell the
story; Wooster gave up 8 walks '2,
and 10 runs on 1 1 hits, committing
7 errbrsl Meanwhile, the Ashland '
pitcher yielded only; 2 runs on 6
'hits, with 3 errors. -
The lone Scottie bright spot was" .
the two RBI's pushed across by
Buda's triple. : - ''. --. . 2
- Starting with a clean slate, the
Scotties " played much better
during the second game, scoring --
15 " times on 17 hits, while
committing only one error. -
In contrast, Ashland misplayed .
the ball 12 times en route to 10 --
runs on 15 hits off Scottie starter
-5151
Newspapers
Smoke Shop
Without Keedy in the three-mil- e
- Jhe Scots managed only a third
-- ' place finish .by junior ; George
Chambers. - '!." " - -
The Scots had. troubles in the .
hurdles where they picked up a
third by senior Brian Volz in the
440 yd. intermediate hurdles and a
tiefor third in the 120 yd. high "
;- hurdles by freshman Don Rice in -
: Wooster - capped off the
afternoon - by winning, the mile
relay. The quartet of Brian Kelly,
:' Ron Shine, Dave Sanders and -
- Steve Crawford ran a 3:37.3.j Wooster's fastest clocking this
' year. -!- -:, ; ::. ' .- - -- -
.
J--; :'
-
'..
.
"I was. really pleased with the
mile relay team," said Bean. "For
us; Fd say we had the best race of
: the year. It's still nothing to write
home about but it's encouraging.-2- ' ,
"Overall, it was a fun meet," -- .
Bean! said. "We didn't set the
.
world on fire, but it was a relaxed
time. It was nice to win one after
the rough
.
time we had on
" . .
- Saturday." '
' The team 'will be at home
: --tomorrow against Ohio Northern
and Marietta. " -- - -
First!Wiii
Buda, who was pitching for the --
first time in a game situation.
Behind 0-- 1 . entering the 4th
inning, Ashland ripped into Buda
for two homeruns," scoring four ,
times before the inning ended. " " .
The Ashland bats continued to .
pound, producing 6 more runs on .
5 safeties and a Scottie error in the --
5th. - ij,' "
'
,Wooster then came back and - .
took advantage of. four Ashland
miscues in the 6th, cashing in with
7 runs on only three hits.
The Scotties'continued to "belt
the Ashland pitcher around in the .
final inning, tallying 7 runs on 7 hits :
and 3 more Eagle errors. ! - r ,
.Wilkinson continued to display
her" hitting prowess in the 7th,
cracking one down the right field
line for her 2nd grand slam in as --
many games.
.
-
': ' ;The Scotties face av. busy
schedule this week, including a
make-u- p Monday with Otter bein, "
Youngstown State on Wednes-- :
day,' and a home double-heade- r --
tomorrow with "Ohio. - Wesleyan ....
University, beginning at at
FreecDander Park. - r - "
Scottie Lacrosse
. - J; cont from pg 11.; !
.
"
May 9, away, and then on Parents
Weekend, the team is hosting the
Midwest Tournament..-J-.y- .
Wooster's J.V, Lacrosse team .
also had games on the 27th and
29th, but their results were not "
quite as good as the Varsity's. The. .
Scotties lost to Denison by a score --
of7-l with Wooster's only goal
coming from Freshman Leslie
Halaby. They then faced Oberlin
to finish the game with a 6-- 1 loss.
Kim Virgil was Wooster's scorer in
that game. Considering the fact
that most of the J.V. squad are
playing lacrosse for the first time in'
their lives, Coach Moore states
that the scores do not indicate the
way the girls are playing. The team .
is very young but with experience ! .
they sould improve greatly.- - '
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